Enrollment in our school is a privilege enjoyed by Madeira Beach Fundamental students and their families. Our students are expected to exhibit exemplary achievement and conduct while at school and outside of school within the community. We always appreciate exemplary conduct from our parent community as well, as the neighborhood and businesses which surround our school are an extension of us.

School guidelines require all students to be picked from school up no more than 30 minutes from the end of the student day, and immediately following participation to any end of the day student activity.

WHAT YOU CAN DO THAT HELPS EVERYONE?

- Maintain a slow speed.
- Refrain from foul language, inappropriate gestures and remain patient and kind. Children and families are watching you.
- Refrain from smoking, or otherwise being distracted.
- Please use hands free mode on your cellular devices while in the car line.
- Close all gaps by moving forward.
- Use a dashboard name sign, a left turn signal to pass out of the line.
- Students should be drop off/ pick up ready with backpacks, folders, and music instruments in hand.
- Escort your child if parking. At no time should a student walk across parking areas without an adult.
- Arrive early, or later to avoid the heaviest levels of traffic.

PLEASE REMEMBER NOT TO:

- Use the businesses across from school for drop off and pick up purposes
- Park your car in the car circle, on sidewalks, or in staff sanctioned parking spaces.
- Please do not leave your vehicle.
- Have your children enter or exit vehicles from the driver's side.
- Text or use social media while moving in the car line. It is now against the law to operate a motor vehicle while holding your phone in a school zone while children are present. Please see the link below for a more complete explanation of this new law as well as the United States Code Service explanation of a School Zone

K5 families use the RED LOOP (follow red signs)

AM Drop off– 1) Enter loop at the traffic light. 2.) Follow red signs, and pull forward closing gaps. Drop off takes place near the covered PE court.  

PM Pick Up– 1) Enter loop at the traffic light. 2.) Follow red signs. 3.) Pull forward to the elementary loop which will lead to elementary car circle. 4.) Pick up takes place near the covered PE court. 5.) Please display your name card with your car pool name. 6.) We will call your name over a loud speaker. 7.) Please pull all the way forward. 8.) You may pass motorists once you have your child.

Middle grade and siblings use BLUE LOOP (follow blue signs)

AM Drop off– 1) Please loop at the light or entrance near McDonald's. 2.) Follow blue signs around field (two lanes to merge point). 3.) Pull all the way forward closing all gaps. Middle grades/ sibling drop off takes place anywhere from the gym to the crosswalk or near the elementary school front office

PM Pick Up– 1) Follow the blue lanes around field (two lanes to merge point. 2.) Display your name card with your car pool name. 3) We will call your car pool name over a loud speaker. 4.) Pull forward to the cafeteria closing all gaps. 5.) You may pass other motorists once you have your child.

A high volume of traffic is always expected. Always arrive with a smile!